In this powerful new study Edward Baring sheds fresh light on Jacques Derrida, one of the most influential yet controversial intellectuals of the twentieth century. Reading Derrida from a historical perspective and drawing on new archival sources, The Young Derrida and French Philosophy shows how Derrida’s thought arose in the closely contested space of postwar French intellectual life, developing in response to Sartrean existentialism, religious philosophy, and the structuralism that found its base at the Ecole Normale Supérieure. In a history of the philosophical movements and academic institutions of postwar France, Baring paints a portrait of a community caught between humanism and antihumanism, providing a radically new interpretation of the genesis of deconstruction and of one of the most vibrant intellectual moments of modern times.

Edward Baring is Assistant Professor of Modern European Intellectual and Cultural History at Drew University. Educated at the University of Cambridge and Harvard University, his work was awarded the Harold K. Gross Prize by Harvard University in 2010. He has won fellowships from the DAAD, ACLS, and Mellon Foundation.
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I have been very fortunate in the research and composition of this book. Archives opened up as if on cue during my research, including the Derrida letters held at the IMEC archives. The team at IMEC, especially José Ruiz-Funes, Yves Chevrefils-Desbiolles, and Catherine Josset, made me feel enormously welcome. One could not imagine a more pleasant introduction to archival research: pétanque on their lawns, cycling around the beautiful grounds, and convivial conversation over what must be the best food served at an archive in the world. My sole criterion for future research projects is that they must take me back to the Abbaye d’Ardenne. When I was not so lucky with timing, I benefited from the generosity of archivists: Catherine Goldenstein allowed me access to letters at the Paul Ricoeur archives before they were ready, and Françoise Dauphragne permitted me to rummage through the unsorted boxes that will become the Hyppolite archives at the ENS. For perhaps my greatest archival find, a picture of Derrida sporting a cravat and Converse trainers which graces the cover of this book, I would like to thank Marianne Cayette, who guided me through the archival holdings at the Lycée Louis-le-Grand, and Mikaël Schinazi, who rushed around Paris to obtain a high resolution scan of the photograph. Where written archives needed to be explained, and queries answered, Marguerite Derrida, Maurice Caveing, Richard Macksey, and Pierre Nora were both generous with their time and knowledge and patient with a British historian who had much to learn.

I did not, however, do the bulk of my research in France, but in California, where I sweated out two summers. This book would not have been possible without the support of the Special Collections Staff at the University of California at Irvine, who look after the Derrida archives there. Both Jackie Dooley and her successor, Michelle Light, very kindly extended opening hours so that I could make the most of my time, and I am grateful to their team for making it happen in practice. The extensive research and writing this book required was generously supported by grants
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from the Minda de Gunzburg Center for European Studies at Harvard, a Frank Sheldon Traveling Fellowship, the ACLS, the Mellon foundation, and a research grant from Drew University.

My writing has been aided by the unwavering support of my adviser, Peter Gordon, who is always a source of sage counsel, a perfectly turned phrase, and words of encouragement. His faith in my work made me feel that I could tackle such a large project and his engagement kept me excited when the road seemed long and difficult. Advisers can make or break the graduate school experience, and I was truly fortunate to be able to work with Peter. Judith Surkis too has been of immeasurable value to my project and development as a scholar. Her close reading drew ideas and subtleties out from my chapters that always made me feel smarter than I deserved; this book owes much to her insight and dedication. I would also like to thank both David Blackbourn and Sean Kelly for keeping me honest – though in different ways – as I worked through some of the most treacherous texts of modern intellectual history.

I have been very lucky in the help provided by academics in other universities. Sam Moyn provided some valuable advice at the beginning of my research and useful comments as it got going, while Alan Schrift showed me that academic good neighborliness is not dead, sending details of the *agrégation concours* that was the product of many days of original research to a graduate student he had never met. I have benefited from meeting and talking with Martin Ruehl and Martin Crowley at the University of Cambridge, Marc Crépon at the ENS, Stefanos Geroulanos at NYU, and Hent de Vries from Johns Hopkins. Though I have never met them in person, Len Lawlor, Ian Hunter, Alan Schrift, and Todd Shepard have been immensely generous with their time and criticisms in the later stages of my work. I would also like to thank the two anonymous readers at Cambridge University Press for their invaluable insight and suggestions, and the editorial team, including Richard Fisher, Lucy Rhymer, Jo Breeze, and David Watson, for helping turn my manuscript into a book.

One of the great advantages of an institution like Harvard is the vibrant graduate community. This book was conceived, planned, and thought through in discussion groups dedicated to this purpose but also in the myriad conversations over dinner, a beer, or coffee. In particular, I would like to recognize the friendships of Angus Burgin and Daniel Shore, who were able to look beyond my anarchic approach to commas, to help me see what was good in my work and what was not. In other forums too, I have been overwhelmed with good advice and comment from Phil Fileri, Sam Goldman, Martin Hägglund, Macabe Keilher, Kris Manjapra, Yascha
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Mounk, Nick O’Donovan, Knox Peden, Ward Penfold, Kristin Poling, Sarah Shortall, and Juliet Wagner, amongst others. Later, the support and friendship of my colleagues at the Writing Program at Princeton and the history department at Drew University were important for the final stage of writing. I feel very lucky to have found my place in the academic world amidst such interesting and intelligent people.

Finally I would like to thank those close to me, who have been a great help even though I didn’t let them know sufficiently at the time. First and foremost, my wife Katja Guenther, whose comments and support, a healthy skepticism, and good humor were invaluable during the long process of writing a first book. She knows my frustrations and my joy and I feel privileged to be able to share them with her. I must thank my family in England, especially my mother, Anstice, who read some of my work, even though she was sure that she would not understand a word. And finally, my father Michael, who I hope would have liked the idea of a son who wrote history, which was for him an enduring passion.
A note on translations and reproductions

Throughout the book and where possible, I use and modify standard translations for the major texts I discuss. In doing so, I hope that a broader group of scholars will be able to engage substantively with my argument. All other translations are my own. I would also like to thank the editors of *Modern Intellectual History* for permission to reproduce “Humanist Pretensions: Catholics, Communists, and Sartre’s Struggle for Existentialism in Postwar France,” which appears here in revised form.